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VAN HET
BESTUUR

Financieel verslag van de periode 1 okt. 1976-31 dec. 1977
ONTVANGSTEN Raming Werkelijk UITGAVEN Raming Werkelijk
1. Contributies

1975—1976
1977

f 550,
f 25 000

— ƒ 1.367,50
— ƒ 24 049 30

1. Vergoedingen
secretariaat
ledenadministratie
inleiders
auteurs

2. Druk- en verzendkosten
Mars in Cathedra

3. Vergaderkosten
4. Onkosten
5. Leerstoel
6. Prijsvraag
7. Overige activiteiten
8. Diversen
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ƒ 2.603,80
ƒ 2.400,—
ƒ 2.880,75
ƒ 1.084,—

ƒ27.578,01
ƒ 261,65
ƒ 3.201,72
ƒ 18.913,26

1978 vooruitbet.
2. Subsidies

vereniging
leerstoel

3. Advertentie-opbrengst
4. Rente
5. Diversen

f 2.500,-
f 17.500,-
f 1.200,
f 900,-

f 437,—

— f 2.500,—
— ƒ24.134,98
— ƒ 1.583,34
— f 955,95

ƒ 105,95

ƒ 6.425,72
ƒ 450,—

Sub-totaal
Saldo giro op 4 okt. 1976
Saldo bank op 4 okt. 1976

ƒ55.134,02
ƒ13.536,26
ƒ 8.911,14

Sub-totaal
Saldo giro op 31 dec. 1977
Saldo bank op 31 dec. 1977

ƒ59.373,19
f 8.932,30
ƒ 9.275,93

Totaal ƒ 77.581,42 Totaal ƒ77.581,42

Balans per 1 januari 1978

DEBET CREDIT
1. Saldo giro
2. Saldo bank
3. Te vorderen contributies 1977
4. Te vorderen adv.-opbrengst

ƒ 8.932,30
ƒ 9.275,93
ƒ 1.500,—
ƒ 1.500,—

1. Vooruitbetaalde contributies 1978
2. Saldo

ƒ 437,—
ƒ20.771,23

Totaal ƒ21.208,23 Totaal ƒ21.208,23

Begroting voor het verenigingsjaar 1978

ONTVANGSTEN UITGAVEN

1. Contributies
1977 ƒ 1.500,—
1978 ƒ24.900,—

2. Renten ƒ 970,—
3. Subsidies

vereniging ƒ 2.500,—
leerstoel ƒ18.000,—

4. Advertenties ƒ 1.500,—
Saldi giro/bank op 31 dec. 1977 ƒ18.208,23

Totaal ƒ 67.578,23

1. Secretariaat ƒ 2.400,—
2. Ledenadministratie ƒ 3.600,—
3. Inleiders ƒ 3.000,—
4. Auteurs ƒ 3.000,—
5. Mars in Cathedra (druk/verzendk.) ƒ 25.600,—
6. Vergaderkosten ƒ 300,—
7. Leerstoel ƒ 18.000,—
8. Onkosten ƒ 4.000,—
9. Diversen ƒ 7.678,23

Totaal ƒ 67.578.23
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Bijeenkomst te Den Haag

dinsdag 20 december 1977

De voorzitter opent met een woord
van welkom tot de in redelijk aan
tal opgekomen leden en introducés
de bijeenkomst, die andermaal werd
georganiseerd in samenwerking met
het Nederlands Genootschap voor
Internationale Zaken.
Ter informatie van de aanwezigen
schetst hij in het kort de persoon van
de inleider, professor Christopher G.
Thorne, hoogleraar in de interna
tionale geschiedenis aan de Universi-
teit van Sussex die, na gedurende
enige tijd te hebben gediend in de
Royal Navy — waar hij o.m. het
bevel voerde over een motortorpedo
boot — studeerde aan de Universi-
teit van Oxford; momenteel is hij,

behalve hoogleraar, nog hoofd van
de geschiedkundige afdeling van de
BBC, waarvoor hij geschiedkundige
onderwerpen, strategie en politiek-
historische onderwerpen pleegt te
behandelen; hij heeft een aantal be
langwekkende publikaties op zijn
naam staan, o.m. The approach of
war 1938 1939 en The liniits of fo-
reign policy; The West, the Leaque
and the Far Eastern Crisis 1931-33,
waarna in februari 1978 van zijn hand
een nieuw boek zal verschijnen, ge
titeld Allies of a kind: the United
States, Britain and the war against
Japan 1941-1945. (Uitg.: Hamish Ha-
milton, Londen.)
Zijn belangstelling voor onderwerpen

als dat wat hij hedenavond zal in
leiden heeft hem tot dusverre in con
tact gebracht met tal van autoritei
ten, waaronder ook verscheidene Ne
derlanders die een rol hebben ge
speeld in de geschiedenis van de on-
derwerpelijke periode. Samenvatten
de kan worden gezegd dat deze aan
pak de spreker heeft doen worden
tot een uitzonderlijk goed geïnfor
meerd man, aan wie de voorzitter
daarom gaarne het woord verleent
voor de te houden voordracht, on
der gelijktijdige vermelding dat de
na afloop te houden discussie zal
worden geleid door ambassadeur
Boon van het mede-organiserende
genootschap.

MEDEDELING
Maandelijks ontvangen de leden van de Vereniging de Militaire Spectator.
Ten einde de toezending aan thans nog actief dienende officieren van Land- en
Luchtmacht, tevens lid van de Koninklijke Vereniging ter beoefening van de Krijgs
wetenschap, ook na hun dienstverlating zeker te stellen, wordt belanghebbenden
verzocht het secretariaat, Nassaulaan 6, Zoetermeer, in voorkomend geval in te lich
ten.
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World War Two and the decline 
of the West in Asia

Christopher G. Thome
professor of International Relations, University of Sussex

In June of this year, the American representative
at the United Nations, Andrew Young, forecast
that if a race war came about in Southern Africa it
would lead to racial conflict in the United States
as well, beginning, he thought, with whites attack-
ing blacks in America’s northern cities. And this
was only one, particularly vivid and recent re
minder of the extent to which racial aspects of
both domestic and international politics have been
coming to the fore over the past thirty years or
so.
At the same time, another feature of roughly the
same period, especially since the establishment of
Indian independence in 1947 and of the Peoples
Republic of China in 1949, has been the greatly
increased role played on the international scene by
Asian peoples and States, no longer mainly acted
upon by the white man or ruled by him, but as-
serting themselves in ways that have obliged
Western States to react to them.
This evening, I want to relate these two brc-ad fea
tures of the world as we know it today — a
heightened awareness of racial conflict and a new
set of relationships between the West and Asia —
to the Far Eastern war that began with Japan’s
attack on Pearl Harbour and ended with the drop
ping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Naga-
saki.
Before I go any further, I want to make it clear
that in developing the argument that follows, I am
not suggesting that the war of 1941 to 1945 was
solely a racial one. After all, the United States and
her European allies were fighting alongside va-
rious Asian peoples, while Japan for her part was
allied to two white powers, Germany and Italy.
What is more, if we stand back from the detailed
events of those years, then it is possible to view the
war, in one of its aspects, as a struggle for the 

mastery of East and Southeast Asia and the
Western Pacific, without having to refer to the
colours of the skins of those taking part.
Not only were there many other aspects to the war
against Japan besides the racial one, economie and
commercial rivalries, for example, which em-
braced such commodities as rubber and oil, to-
gether with the contest to win Asian markets for
mass-produced goods. Even that racial factor itself
was not, in my view, prominent, in the immediate
run-up to Pearl Harbour, when the quest for
autarky and the control of strategie raw materials
figured much more strongly in the discussions
going on among Japan’s leaders.
And yet, even so, if we step further back, and see
the Far Eastern war in the context of its longer-
term origins; if, in addition we observe some of the
feelings that come much more strongly to the fore
after Pearl Harbour; and if we look back, with the
advantage of hindsight, at various developments
that we know now were to follow the 1941-45
war, then, I suggest, we can see that one of the
strands that lay in the tangled skein of that war
involved racial consciousness and racial conflict.
To put it briefly at the outset: what I want to sug
gest to you tonight is that our understanding of the
significance of the Far Eastern war is increased if
we set it within a context that reaches back to the
beginnings of what has been called ‘the era of
Western dominance in Asia’ at the end of the 15th
century, and that reaches forward to encompass,
not only the end of the European empires in Asia
after 1945, but also the American defeat in Viet
nam.
Ten years before Pearl Harbour, for example,
Japan herself had already defied the West and the
League of Nations when she seized Manchuria in
the early 1930s. Earlier still, the conviction that
those with yellow skins were in no way inferior to 
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the whites (a belief that made all the more galling
the anti-Asian immigration laws of the USA, and
other manifestations of racial discrimination in the
West): this conviction had been greatly streng-
thened by Japan’s victory over the Russians in
1904-5. It proved, wrote one Japanese commen
tator, ‘that there is nothing Westerners do which
Asians cannot do’, while in India, too, the startling
Japanese, as one historian has put it, ‘freed the
minds of young men from the spell of European
invincibility’. Likewise, a Chinese newspaper de-
clared that, as a result of what Japan had achieved
in 1905, its readers could have some confidence
in the regeneration of the yellow race’.
In China itself, what is more, an anti-Western na-
tionalism was stirring well before the First World
War, and in 1919 (when China’s interests were
given scant consideration at the Peace Conference)
burst forth in what became known as the May the
Fourth Movement, in many ways a more signifi
cant episode in retrospect than the Versailles
peace conference, that was attracting all the atten-
tion at the time. In Southeast Asia, too, the
French, for example, had had to close Hanoi Uni-
versity for a time in 1908 in the face of nationalist
disturbances, while in the 1930s nationalist leaders
such as Ho Chi Minh in Indochina and Sukarno
in the Dutch East Indies were causing a growing
uneasiness among the colonial authorities. Even
where concessions were made by the imperial
power, as by Britain in India and Burma, they
were regarded by nationalists as too late and too
little.
In other words, what Japan was to bring about by
her successful assault on the Western powers in
the Far East in 1941-42 was a speeding up, rather
than the creation, of a process that was to result
in the end of an era of Western dominance in
Asia, an era that can be traced as far back as the
arrival in that continent of Vasco da Gama and
other European seamen and entrepreneurs, from
the late 15th century onwards.
Obviously, one of the consequences of the 1941-
45 war was the hastening of the end of the Euro
pean empires in Asia. Had it not been for that
war, in other words, it would probably have been
even later than 1968 before a British Govern
ment, for instance, announced that it was to with-
draw its forces from East of Suez. In this sense,
the Japanese onslaught of 1941-42 can perhaps be 

seen as in one respect doing the European powers
a service, by quickening the end of the over-
stretched empires and obliging them to come to
terms more speedily with the rise of Asian nation-
alisms, a process which in turn allowed them to
concentrate more fully on domestic reform and the
task of creating a new framework for international
relations within Western Europe.
Of course, as far as the West as a whole was con-
cerned, the war of 1941-45 created a very differ
ent situation in the short term, in that, well before
August 1945, it had become apparent that the
Americans were going to wield enormous power in
the Pacific in the post-war years, and to have at
least a considerable degree of influence on the
shaping of events in Australasia and even in East
and Southeast Asia as well.
What is more, there was also a new dimension to
come as regards the American involvement in the
Far East: a dimension that till then had been care-
fully avoided by Washington, even in 1944, when
Chiang Kai-Shek’s China had seemed likely to col-
lapse in the face of a major Japanese offensive; the
dimension, that is, of a large-scale commitment of
American ground forces on the Asian mainland, in
Korea and Indochina. And yet even so, despite
this vastly increased American presence in the Far
East after 1945, my own view is that this phase,
too, can be seen as constituting no more than a
coda to the four and a half centuries of Western
dominance in Asia.
It is true, of course, that even today the United
States remain powerfully present in Japan and
Taiwan, as well as the Pacific. But the shock of
the Tet offensive in 1968 and President Johnson’s
decision not to seek re-election; the visit of Presi
dent Nixon to China in 1972 and his insistence
that henceforth Asian non-Communists must take
responsibility for their own defence; the Vietnam
peace terms of 1973, the final, humiliating Ameri
can scramble out of Saigon two years later, and
the recent announcement of Washington’s inten-
tion to withdraw its land forces from South Korea:
these and other events have involved a drastic re-
vision of the confident, evangelical and in some
ways aggressive attitude which Americans had
adopted towards Far Eastern affairs in 1945.
A distinguished American diplomat, who served in
China during World War Two and who conducted
a series of important conversations there with Mao
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Tse-Tung in 1944, was talking to me recently
about the general mood in the United States
today. And he summed it up by saying: ‘I think
there's a feeling: enough of Asia’. If that is so —
and I believe that, essentially, it is — then, taken
together with the ending of the European empires
in Asia after 1945, I think there is reason to con-
clude that, in certain important respects, the Far
Eastem War of 1941-45 was won, not by the
Western powers, but by Japan.

* * *

I shall come back to the question of developments
after 1945 at the end of my lecture. But I want to
turn now to the Far Eastem War itself, and first of
all to the heightened sense of nationalism and of
racial distinctions that the war brought about in
Asia.
I have already referred to the growing resistence
to Western rule that existed before Pearl Harbour.
And it is important to appreciate that — however
uneven and varied the process — what was de-
veloping was a revolt, not simply against being
governed or dominated by Western powers, but
igainst the entire Western order of things, inter-
iationally speaking — economie as well as politic-

al — and against Western concepts involving the
structure of society, law and religion. Obviously,
you can find expressions of these sentiments
among the writings of those who sided against the
Western powers after Pearl Harbour. But so you
can, too — and this is surely more striking — in
the words of an Asian who was sufficiently well-
regarded by the Allies to be selected as a member
of the International Military Tribunal for the Far
East — that is, the Tokyo War Crimes Court,
which sat from 1945 onwards. I refer to Mr. Justic
Pal of India, who, in his dissenting judgement at
the conclusion of those trials, sought to place
Japan’s actions in the 1930s and early 40s within a
context which included earlier Western acts of ag-
gression against Asian peoples and States; Western
racial intolerance; and a Western-dominated inter
national economie order.
And so it was on an Asian scene that in places was
already greatly disturbed, that the Japanese armed
forces, in December 1941 and during the first half
of 1942, achieved their dramatic and overwhelm-
ing victories against the USA, Britain, the Nether-
lands, Australia and New Zealand. The strategie 

consequences for the West were grave enough. But
above all, at any rate when viewed in retrospect,
these were months of intense humiliation for the
white man in Asia. It was not simply the fact of
defcat, but the manner of it. This was especially
so where Britain was concerned, and it is epito-
mized by the figures that emerge from the cam-
paign in Malaya and Singapore, where Japanese
battle casualties of less than 10,000 had to be set
against British Empire and Commonwealth losses
of almost 140,000; 130,000 men being marched
off as prisoners of war. Small wonder that Chur-
chill described the swift fall of Singapore to Roo-
sevelt as ‘the greatest military disaster in our
history’. What is more, the white man in the shape
of prisoners of war and civilian internees was
thereafter subjected by the triumphant Japanese to
treatment that was often as degrading as it was
cruel.
It is true, of course, that were were those Asians
who, in the face of the Japanese victories, either
remained loyal to the cause of the Western pow
ers, or at least refused to come to terms with To
kyo; the Indian Army, for example, so despised by
Churchill; or many Chinese in Malaya; or some in
the Dutch Indies.
Even so, examples of such as these were out-
weighed by the extent to which a genuine wel-
come, or even active collaboration, awaited the
Japanese in the territories they overran, and the
extent to which Asians elsewhere feit some sym-
pathy for their anti-Western cause. In Burma, for
instance, the Governor himself wrote at the time
that the invaders were receiving ‘a lot of help’
from the local people as they advanced, and pri-
vately confessed ‘We have not been able to create
that loyalty which is generally associated with
subject races’. His fellow-Governor in Malaya
responded that ‘We have had the same experi-
ence... For the most part the Asiatic population
up country had thrown up the sponge at the first
sign of enemy activity’. In the Dutch Indies, Su-
karno of course collaborated with the Japanese, as
did a number of politicians and others in the
Philippines. Even Nehru (according to Edgar
Snow, who talked tot him at the time) shared in
the widespread ‘emotional sympathy’ for Japan’s
efforts to bring down the white man. Likewise, an
Indian member of the Malayan Civil Service after-
wards admitted that

I
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. . . although my reason utterly rebelled against it, my
sympathies instinctively ranged themselves with the
Japanese in their fight against the Anglo-Saxons.

Once the Japanese had established themselves in
their new empire, they lost little time in fostering
local nationalisms, above all with an anti-Western
emphasis. Tokyo’s plans, in fact, envisaged the
creation of a number of quasi-independent Asian
States, and in the following years, so-called ‘inde-
pendence’ was granted to Burma and to the Phi-
lippines, for example, while, as you well know, in
Indonesia the Japanese during the final months of
the war rushed through a series of political inno-
vations -aimed at creating self-government there
too. Tn addition, a Great East Asia Conference
was held in Tokyo in 1943, a gathering of coliabo-
rators which may not have produced much in the
way of tangible results, but which did provide, in
the view of one of those present, a focus ‘for a
new Asian spirit’.
Now of course there was a contradiction inherent
in what the Japanese were doing, for whilst en-
couraging national self-consciousness on the one
hand they were making it plain on the other that,
under the new order, as was already the case in
Manchukuo, ultimate control would always rest
with them. The result was that by the end of the
war, anti-Japanese movements, including armed
resistance, had become fairly widespread in the
conquered territories. Nevertheless, the opposition
of native peoples to the idea of a reimposition of
white rule had been irreversibly and greatly in-
creased. Hence my suggestion just now that, in an
important sense, the Japanese, despite their sur-
render in August 1945, had succeeded in achieving
one of their main aims: to hasten the end of white
rule and a major white presence in at least East
and Southeast Asia. A Frenchman who spent the
war years at liberty in Batavia summed up the si-
tuation when he wrote in a report in 1945:
‘Though defeated in a formal sense, Japan has
won the war in this corner of Asia’.
What is more, the feeling that a show-down with
the white man was drawing closer, was spread or
increased even beyond Asia as a result of Japan’s
dramatic challenge to the West in 1941. In South
Africa, for instance, Smuts wrote privately:

I have heard Natives saying: ‘Why fight against Jap

an? We are oppressed by the whites and we shall not
fare worse under the Japanese’.

More marked still was the impression made by the
Far Eastern struggle on blacks in the United Sta
tes. The pro-Japanese black groups that were un-
covered in one or two American cities in 1942/3
were very small, but the possible implications of
their existence were taken seriously within the Sta
te Department. The great Swedish sociologist and
economist, Gunnar Myrdal, who was in the Uni
ted States at the time preparing his study of the
position of the black man there, wrote:

In this war there is a ‘coloured’ nation on the other
side: Japan. And that nation started out by beating
the white Anglo-Saxons on their own ground . . . Even
unsophisticated Negroes begin to see vaguely a colour
scheme in world events.

Only yesterday, I was reading, here in The Hague,
a letter which the Chairman of the Netherlands
Indies Commission in the United States, Dr. G. H.
C. Hart, wrote to Dr. Van Mook in April 1943 on
the subject of the Indonesian sailors on Dutch
ships who were demanding equal pay with Dutch
sailors on the grounds of racial equality. Hart
wrote of how, even for the simple Indonesian
crews, this matter had become one of deeply-felt
principle, and how no other point in the Queen’s
Speech of December 1942 had made more im
pression on those Indonesians who were beyond
the clutches of the Japanese, than the one about
the abolition of racial discrimination.
Now the cause of Indonesian sailors on Dutch
ships (and of Chinese sailors on British ships) was
championed by American labour unions. And of
course, many white Americans — probably the
great majority — continued to see their own
country as being far more enlightened and disin-
terested in its attitudes and policies towards Asia
than were the incorrigible imperialists of Europe.
And it was, indeed, the case that there were
Asian nationalists — Ho Chi Minh among them
— who, during the war, looked to the United
States of sympathy and assistance.
And yet it remained apparent (and this feeling was
more widespread by 1945 than it had been in
1942) that for many Asians the United States was,
in the final analysis, to be included in a single
category of white, Western powers, along with the
Europeans. I believe that this was a correct judge- 
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ment, and it is interesting in this respect to turn to
what a Japanese ultra-nalionalist, Okawa Shumei,
had written in 1925 in his book, Asia, Europe and
Japan'.

The coming war between East and West, between Asia
and Europe, will be. .. the dawn of a new day in
world history, when all mankind will be awakened
from their slumber ... The strong power representing
Asia and the other strong power representing Europe
will be chosen by Heaven as champions of the East
and the West... The strongest country in Asia is
Japan. . . The strongest country that represents Eu
rope is America.

Even in war-time India, though for a while, in
1942, there did exist the hope that Roosevelt
would intervene and compel Britain to grant the
country immediate self-government, if not inde-
pendence, America was seen as possessing certain
characteristics that related her, sometimes very
closely, to the other white, imperialist powers.
Gandhi for example, when appealing to Roosevelt
for help in 1942, thought fit nevertheless to
remind the President that

... the Allied declaration that they are fighting to
make the world safe for freedom of the individual
sounds hollow so long as India and for that matter
Africa are exploited by Great Britain, and America
has the negro problem in her own home.

Uneasiness also arose in India as the war con-
tinued over the possibility that the more formal
type of imperialism exercised by the British might
be replaced, after the achievement of indepen-
dence, by an American imperialism of an econ
omie kind.
In China, too — which so many Americans liked
to think of as a grateful protégé — Mao Tse-Tung,
for all that he may well have genuinely desired the
friendship of the United States, was bound to in-
clude that country in his category of the ‘cities’ of
the world, as opposed to its newly-assertive
‘country-side’. Moreover, if we turn to the Na
tionalist régime of Chiang Kai-Shek, even there,
despite the support it received from the United
States through to 1945 and beyond, there was no
liking for the role of grateful and subservient pro
tégé that many Americans in senior positions as-
sumed would and should be China’s. What, after
all, was Chiang Kai-Shek’s own book — or the
one ghosted for him — China’s destiny, if not a 

call for his country to find strength and inspiration
in its own past, and a condemnation of the extens-
ive damage inflicted upon her by the intrusion of
Western ways, which included American ways?

* * *
I want to turn now to the Western side of the pic
ture, and first of all to risk making one or two
generalizations about Western ideas and attitudes
towards Asia that existed before the war of 1941.
I must emphasize that I am generalizing, and that
if we were to examine the subject in more detail it
would quickly become apparent that, over, say,
the two centuries before Pearl Harbour, consider-
able variations were involved, for example among
the British who ruled India. And in talking to
Dutch officials who spent much of their lives ad-
ministering the Indies, I have been made very
aware of how much they could identify themselves
with the Indonesians, and find themselves working
to protect the interests of the Indies against gov-
ernments and officials here in The Hague.
But even so, I think that it is valid, within the per-
spective set by our subject, this evening, to high-
light certain widespread Western views of Asia
and the Asians in the way that Professor Kiernan
has done, for example, in his book, The lords of
human kind, and as Dr. Needham has done in his
collection of essays, Within the four seas, where he
suggests for instance that
... the basic fallacy of Eurocentrism is the tacit as-
sumption that because modern Science and technolo-
gy, which grew up indeed in post-Renaissance
Europe, are universal, everything else European is
universal also.

Western approaches to Asia before Pearl Harbour
abound with examples of this kind of assumption,
and of what is sometimes called ‘cultural imperial
ism’, which followed in consequence. I will
merely recall now the basis of the French ‘mission
civilisatrice’ in Indochina; the way in which the
League of Nations’ Lytton Report on the
Manchurian crisis in 1932 called on China to
‘follow lines similar to those followed by Japan’
in adopting rather than resisting the blessings of
Western civilisation; the demand issued by the
British Government in 1929, that ‘Western legal
principles should be understood and found accept-
able by the Chinese people at large not less than
by their rulers’; and the observation of Sir Alexan- 
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der Cadogan, Britain’s Ambassador to China in
the mid 1930s, that what is wrong with China is
that there is something wrong with the Chinese;
something at least that makes them unable pro-
perly to adjust to Western standards’.
These are a few examples taken from Europe. But
if you wish to discover expressions of belief in a
Western nation’s special ‘mission’ to civiiise East
Asia in the 20th century — something akin to the
convictions that British representatives, be they
missionaries or Benthamites, had carried with
them to India earlier — then this evangelicalism of
empire is to be found above all in the United
States, and in respect of China. This line of
thought and its more assertive consequences had
to coexist, of course, with the deeply-embedded
anti-imperialist traditions of America, the result
sometimes being a dregee of contortion compared
to which the posture of Laocoön and his sons
could be taken for a study in relaxation. I have
time this evening merely to recall the particular
contributions made to the American sense of
‘mission’ and to the allied one of a ‘manifest des-
tiny’ extending Westwards, beyond the now-tamed
North American Continent, by Captain Alfred
Mahan and Theodore Roosevelt, for example, and
by the extensive American missionary presence in
China. You will remember too, how President
McKinley, faced with the decision as to whether to
annex the Philippines in 1898, paced the floor all
night and then saw the answer: take the islands
and ‘uplift, civiiise and Christianise them’. A sub-
sequent Governor of the Philippines, General
Wood, argued between the Wars that the colony
had in any case to be retaincd ‘in order to sustain
Anglo-Saxonism in the Pacific, Far East and In
dia’. Henry Stimson, too, as Secretary of State in
the early 1930s, was likewise convinced of the
need, not only to hold on to what he called
this ‘islet of growing Western development and
thought surrounded by an ocean of Orientalism’,
but to use the Philippines as ‘the base of our eco
nomie civilisation in that hemisphere’ and the Fi-
lipinos as interpreters of American idealism in
the Far East’, the aim being to ‘develop a foot-
hold in the minds of the Chinese people’, and to
lead those grateful Chinese along the path of ‘mo
dern civilisation’. Self-interest and altruism were
seen by a man like Stimson as going hand in hand,
so that he could write of both ‘the real nobility' of 

America's China policies, and ‘the enormous pos-
sibilities of a commerce with her as she develops’.
‘We will lift up China’, declared one Senator,
‘higher and even higher, until Shanghai becomes
like Kansas city’.
(Note, however, that insofar as the American public —
stirred by the reports sent home by missionaries or by the
writings of Pearl Buck or, in 1937, by the press coverage
of the Japanese assault on Shanghai — loved the Chinese
people, they preferred to do so, as in the case of other
Asians, at a distancc. In this respect the pre-1914 troubles
involving Chinese and Japanese immigrants in Califor-
nia, for example. and the 1924 anti-Asian Immigration
Act thereafler, established a pattern that was to continue
during the Second World War.)
Meanwhile, despite this sense of inherent white
superiority over Asians, there also existed within
both American and European official circles con-
siderable unease during the years before Pearl
Harbour. For example, there were fears among
senior officers of the Royal Navy concerning Ja-
pan’s military ability to damage Britain’s imperial
interests east of Suez; fears that were expressed
during the debate in 1921 over whether or not to
terminate the Anglo-Japanese alliance. Or in a
different field, a Foreign Office and board of
Trade Mission in the early 1903s was reporting
with alarm on the commercial successes in Asia
and Australasia that Japan was achieving at Brit
ain’s expense, and forecasting ‘bankruptcy and
disaster at home and the abandonment of our
great trading stations overseas’ if the trend con-
tinued.
But there were deeper reasons still for anxiety.
Eden put it succinctly in 1938. What was needed,
he declared privately, was to ‘effectively reassert
white-race authority in the Far East’. And yet, of
course, by the time that Eden was making this ob-
servation, for Britain, France and the Netherlands,
at least, the likelihood of being able to realize the
intention in practice appeared more remote than
ever as the possibility grew of war with Germany.
In this perilous situation, even so, white men in
official positions on both sides of the Atlantic can
be found deriving comfort from two assumptions
about Asians, and about the Japanese in particu
lar, which, although they may appear at first sight
to have been mutually contradictory, both sprang
from a continuing belief — implicit or explicit —
in inherent Western superiority.
The first of these assumptions was that, however 
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formidable the Japanese might seem, they were
inferior as a people, and that this would imme-
diately become apparent were they to be so rash
as to clash with the Western powers. The Austra-
lian Minister to China, for example, wrote in his
diary when he visited the Dutch Indies in 1941
that senior Dutch officials there were ‘full of con-
tempt’ for the Japanese after successfully resisting
the latter’s demands for increased oil supplies,
while the British Military Command in nearby
Malaya, in the words of the official historian,
‘consistently underrated the skill’ of the forces
Tokyo could employ. The Japanese had ‘parti-
cularly slow brains’, reported Britain’s Naval At
taché there in 1935, and two years later the Royal
Navy’s Commander in Chief China described Ja
panese and Chinese as ‘these inferior yellow races’.
If this kind of assumption failed to provide com
fort enough before Pearl Harbour, there was also
to hand the belief that, when the Japanese even-
tually came to decide whether or not to embark
upon a war with the West, they would reason in
an essentially Western — or perhaps one should
say an idealized Western — fashion, and that the
result would be that they would appreciate the
futility for themselves of such a war, and would
back down accordingly.
Dnly a few days before Pearl Harbour, this pro-
:ess of reasoning lay behind the assertion loudly
made within the State Department by its senior
Far Eastern adviser (later Ambassador here in
The Hague) Stanley Hornbeck, who, in a hugely
untypical moment of abandon, offered his col-
leagues five-to-one that ‘ the Japanese Govern
ment does not desire or intend or expect to have
forthwith armed conflict with the United States’.
Henry Stimson, too — now Secretary of War —
had believed until very late in the day that a flex-
ing of Anglo-Saxon muscle would suffice to keep
the Japanese in their place. As for Churchill, he
continued until the last moment to assure the
Australians and New Zealanders in private, to-
gether with his Cabinet colleagues, that the Japan
ese, ‘an extremely sensible people (who) would
not run such a risk’, would not think of attacking
Singapore, and would be deterred from taking
other belligerent action by the presence in the Far
East of the Prince of Wales and Repulse, which
he duly despatched, against the wishes of the Ad-
miralty. The existence of ‘possible but unlikely 
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dangers’ was the most that the Prime Minister
would concede when he surveyed the Far Eastern
situation on 12 November 1941. It was by no
means the only serious error concerning that part
of the world that he made during the war years.

* * #
What, then, of Western views of Asia after Pearl
Harbour? Not surprizingly, the stunning events of
December 1941 and the early months of 1942
forced upon individuals in the West a new respect
for the capabilities of the Japanese. Churchill be-
latedly informed the Cabinet, for example, that it
was clear now that Japan was a most formidable
and dangerous antagonist’.
At a deeper level, there was also an increased
awareness on the part of at least some white peo
ple that. they were witnessing a major change in
the relationship between the West and Asia as a
whole. In the United States, Roosevelt himself had
tended to see things in this light even before Pearl
Harbour. Now, in the early part, of 1942, he draft-
ed a message to Churchill on the subject of India
(in the event he sent a milder version) in which he
urged the Prime Minister to realize that ‘the old
relationship . . . between Europeans and Ameri-
cans on the one side with the many varieties of
races in eastern and Southern Asia ... on the
other. . . ceased to exist 10 or 12 years ago. . .’.
In public, the same theme was developed more
forcefully still by Roosvelt’s opponent for the
Presidency in 1940, Wendell Willkie, notably in
his best-selling book, One world, while many
other Americans joined Roosevelt and Willkie in
asserting that the Atlantic Charter (which Chur
chill and Roosevelt had promulgated in 1941, and
which included the declaration that peoples had
the right to choose the form of government. under
which they lived) was applicable to Asia every bit
as much as to Europe.
Meanwhile on the British side too, there were
those who sought to establish a revised and rele
vant perspective within which those responsible
could develop policies for the war years and be-
yond. For the most part their efforts were in
vain, in the sense that they quite failed to shift the
reactionary stance of the Prime Minister, ignorant
of and relatively indifferent to Far Eastern affairs,
and insisting, both in public and in private mes-
sages to Roosevelt, that when he had signed the
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Atlantic Charter he had not thought of it as ap-
plying to Asia or Africa.
But it is important to recall that in this respect, as
in the sphere of radical social and economie do-
mestic reform, Churchill, while retaining the over-
whelming support of the country as its war leader,
was becoming widely separated from the general
movement of British opinion.

Now where imperial policies were concerned, I am
not, when I say this, thinking simply of, say, the
arguments being put forward by the New States-
man or within the Labour Party’s Advisory Com-
mittee on Imperial Questions; indeed, the proceed-
ings of the latter body strike one in retrospect as
being remarkably moderate. I refer also to the
fact, for example, that the Foreign Office, in inter-
dcpartmental discussions concerning the conduct
of political warfare against Japan, insisted, despite
the Prime Minister, that the Atlantic Charter was
applicable universally, and must have a bearing on
Britain’s colonial policies. Margery Perham was
making Ihe same point in articles and Times lead
ers.
Within the Cabinet, of course, Bevin and Cripps
for their part were anticipating an entirely new
status for India, while even a much less radical
member of the Government, Duff Cooper, who
was sent out to the Far East to report on the situa-
tion there towards the end of 1941, asserted on
his return:

We are now faced by vast populations of industrious,
intelligent and brave Asia tics who are unwilling to
acknowledge the superiority of Europeans and their
right to special privileges in Asia.

(This observation of Duff Cooper's came to mind only
yesterday, when I was reading the conclusion drawn by
Dr. Sitsen, Chairman of the Netherlands Indies Commis-
sion in the USA, who in 1944 recalled how there had been
a sudden increase in demand for industrial products in
the Indies between 1935 and 1939. It was, he wrote, ‘a
turning point in the socio-economic life of the Indies ...
Peoplc, formerly satisfied with a minimum of goods
which they produced and bought only when absolutely
necessary, gradually demanded more and were willing
therefore to exert themselvcs more... A new spirit has
been born and its influence has become perceptible’.)

Another particularly interesting example is provi-
ded by the Governor of Burma, Sir Reginald Dor-
man-Smith. He, too, was no radical; he had been
Conservative M.P. for Petersfield and Minister 

of Agriculture under Chamberlain. But he, too,
was convinced that once the Atlantic Charter had
been signed, Britain was bound to give Burma its
independence as soon as possible after the war (for
stating this view to Churchill mid-way through a
weekend stay at Chequers he was told to leave the
house forthwith), and that as a prelude to inde
pendence, British firms operating in Burma should
be required to give the Burmese people a stake in
their affairs, so that it could be ensured, and seen,
that a reasonable proportion of the profits made
was retained in that country. Another prominent
figure who warmly agreed with Dorman-Smith’s
approach — though the two men were to fall out
in 1945 — was the Supreme Commander of South
East Asia Command, Lord Mountbatten, who fre-
quently despaired of London’s slowness and cau-
tion when it came to announcing publicly radical
new policies for Southeast Asia, policies which his
Command could broadcast to the peoples of those
territories ahead of its military advance. As ever,
it was Churchill above all who stood in the way.
One possibility that greatly concerned a number of
Western officials — American, Australian, British
and Dutch — was that of a pan-Asian movement
developing under the aegis of Japan, a movement
that might transform the post-war scene even if
Japan herself were defeated in battle. Apprehen-
sion of this kind persisted in Washington above
all, where the need to keep China and India firmly
within the Allied camp was seen as being vital as
much for this reason as for strategie ones. A State
Department survey of 1942, for example, forecast
that if India were to be overrun as a result of a
total collapse of the morale of its people (a col-
lapse that American officials expected to happen if
Britain failed to grant India major constitutional
concessions), then:
.. . psychologically, Japan might well obtain such a
secure place as the leader of the Asiatic races, if not
the coloured races of the world, that Japan’s defeat
by the United Nations might not be definitive.

Even towards the end of 1944, when the enemy
was clearly heading for defeat, Cordell Huil, the
American Secretary of State, was continuing to
warn Roosevelt that the Japanese were practising

• • • a ‘scorched earth’ political course as they retreat,
in order to .. . lay the foundations of a possible re-
surgence of Japanese influence in Asia by identifying 
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themselves as the champions of liberations who were
thwarted . .. by the Western imperia! powers.

The President himself frequently talked in similar
terms, being greatly concerned lest British insensi-
tivity should foster pan-Asianism in India and
emphasizing in the same broad context that it was
‘a triumph to have got 425 million Chinese on the
Allied side’ — friends, he suggested, who would
be ‘useful 25 of 50 years hence’, meaning against
the Soviet Union’.
Obviously there was a particular domestic reason
why these fears of racially-based strife were espe-
cially marked on the American side of the Atlan
tic. Quite apart from the shadowy hints that some
blacks at least had a degree of sympathy for the
Japanese, which I mentioned earlier, there was
also much stronger evidence of the heightened
racial tension domestically during the war, such
as the Detroit race riots of 1943. Moreover, the
Office of War Information had already, in 1942,
reported secretly to the President that the attitude
of blacks towards the war was characterized by
frustration, pessimism, cynicism and insecurity’.
Meanwhile, of course, regardless of the Atlantic
Charter or Willkie’s One world, many whites in
the USA, every bit as much as in Western Europe,
remained profoundly convinced of their own
racial superiority. The Office of War Information,
or example, was in 1942 again reporting secretly
:o Roosevelt that its surveys showed that

.. . large numbers of white people in all regions show
what must be regarded as an illiberal attitude towards
Negroes. In such issues, indeed, it appears that rights
which have long si nee been granted to them are still
opposed by large numbers of white people.

With the President himself remaining extremely
cautious over such issues, blacks were still fre
quently discriminated against when it came to se-
curing well-paid jobs in war industries. The US
Navy, until quite late on in the war, was for whites
only. In the Army, blacks were placed in segre-
gated units that usually had a labouring rather
than a fighting role. Stimson, -as Secretary of War,
was convinced for his part that blacks made only
‘fairly good soldiers when they are officered by
white men’, while he regarded social equality be-
tween black and white as ‘basically impossible.. .
because of the impossibility of race mixture by
marriage’.

In this same American domestic context, as I
mentioned earlier, the heightened war-time con
cern for the fate of China and India did not lead
to any great change where immigration policies
were concerned. When the Chinese Ambassador
raised the question with Huil in 1942 — a time
when his country and people were being acclaimed
in the USA in the most high-flown language — he
received in return only clouds of the old man’s
rhetoric. And it was only with great difficulty that
the Administration eventually persuaded Congress
to agree at the end of 1943 to a princely annual
quota for Chinese immigrants of 105. Where
Indians were concerned, resistance proved strong
er still, with American labour unions and other
bodies helping to prevent any opening of the door
until 1946, when a quota was agreed upon of 100
a year. Meanwhile in wartime Canberra too, there
was no intention of abandoning the White Austra-
lia policy, though it was euphemistically renamed
‘the established Australian immigration policy’ as
a gesture towards inter-Allied fellowship.
For Britain, of course, the greatest single issue in
this area during the war was that of the future of
India. I have already emphasized that a great va-
riety of attitudes is to be found among the British
who had had dealings with India in earlier pe-
riods, and the same was true during the war — as
between for example, the two war-time Viceroys,
Lords Linlithgow and Wavell. And there is ample
evidence to show that British servicemen arriving
in India for the first time could be every bit as
shocked by conditions they encountered there as
were many Americans.
But is not difficult to find, also, either as regards
India in particular or Asia in general, examples of
British war-time attitudes that rested still on an
assumption — sometimes explicit, sometimes, one
suspects, scarcely conscious — of white superior
ity. Such a conviction underlies much of the pri
vate and official correspondence of Linlithgow,
who remained Viceroy until 1943. And like Lin
lithgow, Sir P. J. Grigg, formerly the senior fi-
nancial member of the Government of India and
now Secretary of State for War, believed that
Britain must reassert her will to rule in India and
Burma for a lengthy and indefinite period. The
Atlantic Charter, wrote Grigg, was great poppy-
cock’.
Even Amery, the Secretary of State for India, 
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whose attempts to develop a constructive policy
towards that country were far more sympathetic
and persistent than is generally realized, retained
assumptions about racial characteristics and ca-
pacities which were not so very far removed from
those of some Nazi works on the subject. Writing
privately in 1943, he suggested that

.. . if India is to be really capable of holding its own
in the juture without direct British control from out-
side, I am not sure that it will not need an increasing
infusion of stronger, Nordic blood, whether by set de
ment or intermarriage or otherwise.

Closer still to the centre of power (and Amery was
often bullied — even shouted down — in Cabinet
by Churchill), Lord Cherwell was, his biographer
tells us, ‘filled with physical repulsion’ by non-
white people. He could also be relied on to adopt
an unsympathetic and even harsh line when it
came to responding to appeals by Waveli and
Amery for additional grain supplies to be sent
with all speed to India in order to avert a recur-
rence of the famine which in 1943 brought about
something like a million deaths in Bengal. In 1945
he was still making what Waveli privately describ-
ed as ‘fatuous calculations’ to demonstrate that
India already had food enough.
Cherwell’s approach chimed with that of Churchill
himself, of whom you will remember his doctor
wrote: It is when he talks of India or China that
you remember he is a Victorian ... He thinks of
the colour of their skins’. Amery indeed, was
driven to describe privately the Prime Minister’s
attitude to this question of sending emergency
grain supplies to India as being ‘Hitler-like’, and
to Mountbatten, too, it seemed that Churchill ‘re-
garded sending food to India as an appeasement of
Congress’.
There is as yet no established definition of the
term ‘racist’. But I will follow Professor Hugh
Tinker, who suggests in a recent book that
‘racism’ is present when an individual or group
claims a dominant position, and justifies that posi-
tion by the supposed inferiority of another group,
which they hold to possess distinct, racially-based
qualities. And, accepting that definition, I have no
hesitation in describing Churchill as a racist. Re-
cently-published letters by Sir Desmond Morton
provide a reminder of his former-master’s child-
like, stereotyped images of other peoples; and the 

Prime Minister himself succinctly spelled out his
underlying belief in this respect when he demand-
ed, at a select luncheon gathering at the White
House in 1943: ‘Why be apologetic about Anglo-
Saxon superiority? We are superior’.
Thus, for him, Indians could be described in pri
vate as ‘gross, dirty, and corrupt baboos’; the
Chinese were ‘Chinks’ or ‘pigtails’ or ‘little yel-
low men’. To the Cabinet in 1940 he blunty as-
serted moreover that strife between Hindu and
Moslem in India was ‘the bulwark of British rule
there’, which he therefore hoped would continue,
lest the two Communities should unit and ‘show
us the door’.
His war-time attitude over Burma, too, was equal-
ly harsh, and I have referred to his clash with the
Governor, the late Sir Reginald Dorman-Smith.
A year or two ago, Sir Reginald also recalled for
me a conversation of the time in which, appar-
ently, the Prime Minister told him that what the
natives of the Empire wanted was ‘a taste of the
sjambok’. Amery, for his part, summarized the si-
tuation as he saw it when he wrote in 1941:

The real truth is that in the world of political ideas
(Churchill) has never really advanced beyond the
mid-Victorian period.. .

while two years later he concluded that:

. . . the thing is that he has an instinctive hatred of
self-government in any shape or form and dislikes
any country of people who want such a thing or for
whom such a thing is contemplated.

(This attitude of Churchill’s, when set against the in
ternational scene of 1944-45, is only one reason why, in
my view, that incomparable war leader, who had saved
his country in 1940 as probably no other man could have
done, had on balance become, by the final stages of the
war, a liability as Prime Minister.)

Although, as I have already pointed out, Chur
chill’s imperial attitudes during the war were far
removed from those of many of the people he led,
he did, at the very least, set severe limits to the
country’s policies in that regard. What is more —
and I think this was of considerable significance
— it was easy for Americans and others, when
they made assumptions about Britain’s approach
to colonial issues, to do so partly on the basis of
the belief that the Prime Minister spoke for his
country in this respect, just as he had indeed spo
ken for it during the defiant days of 1940-41.
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Conversely, of course, many Amcricans continued
during the war to see their own country as being
unique among the Western powers in its under-
standing of and friendship for the subject peoples
of Asia and those like the Chinese whom Mao
Tse-Tung described as being in a ‘semi-colonial’
state. But it is scarcely surprizing, bearing in mind
what we have already observed of the pre-war
American scene, to find numerous indications that
there, too, there existed a strong awareness of and
concern for the status of the white man in Asia.
I will give just a few, brief illustrations of this as
pect of American thinking. Early in 1942, for ex-
ample, when the Japanese threat hung over
Australia, just as Churchill was talking of being
‘unable to stand by and see a British Dominon
overwhelmed by a yellow race’, so Admiral Ernest
King, the United States Chief of Naval Operations
and no lover of the British, was writing that
Australia and New Zealand must be defended be-
cause they were ‘white men’s countries which it is
essential we shall not allow to be overrun by Ja
pan because of the repercussions among the non-
white races of the world’.
Or again, in 1942, when the stunning realization
descended on London and Washington that Sing
apore might be about to fall, it was the Chief of
the State Department’s Far Eastern Division who
lamented that such an outcome would ‘lower im-
measurably the prestige of the white race and par-
ticularly of the British Empire and the United
States’ in the cyes of the subject peoples of Asia.
A similar thought was in MacArthur’s mind as he
worked to ensure that he would return in triumph
to the scene of the defeat of American armies in
the Philippines.
Moreover. there existed in a good many American
minds during the war a deep-seated belief in the
inestimable benefits that would accrue to Asian
societies if they could be brought to adopt the
American way of life .. . an echo of Stimson’s
ideas in the 1930s, in other words. Thus Mac-
Arthur for example (for whom the future and
‘very existence’ of the United States herself were,
as he put it, ‘irrevocably entwined with Asia and
its island outposts, Western civilisation's last earth
frontier’), while he ritually denied, like Theodore
Roosevelt and others before him, that the USA
entertained any ‘imperialistic’ ambitions, private-
ly defined her interests in the Pacific during the 

war as being ‘the development of markets and the
extension of the principles of American democra-
cy’. In public, the same idea was expressed more
directly still by the famous novelist and Sinophile,
Pearl Buck, in a speech in 1942. Having declared
that ‘the American stake in the Far East is far
greater than it is in Europe’, she added:
// the American way of life is to prevail in the world,
it must prevail in Asia, whether it prevails in Europe
or not... We have so far the ideological leadership of
Asia, and Japan knows it.

(Not very subtly, perhaps, but with no little foresight,
a senior Australian diplomat noted in his diary that
Pearl Buck could turn out to be a greater disaster than
Pearl Harbour.)

This kind of thinking tended to focus on China
above all, of course, described by the Chicago
Daily News in 1942 as ‘our white hope in the
East’. ‘How many people’, demanded the Chris-
tian Science Monitor, ‘have considered what a
different balance the world might have today were
not Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek a Christian,
and his wife American-educated?’. Roosevelt him-
self — and this was in a private note, written to
General Marshall in 1943 — depicted Chiang in
terms that suggest a combination of George Whas-
ington and John the Baptist — so that he be-
comes, as it were, a species of honorary American:

All of us must remember that Chiang came up the
hard way to become the undisputed leader of 400
million people — an enormously difficult job. ..
whereby he (has) created in a very short time
throughout China what it took us a couple of
centuries to attain ...

This projection of American experiences and va-
lues onto Asian peoples came to embrace the
Chinese communists as well during the war years,
just as it was later, in the early 1960s, to involve
South Vietnam, where President Diem tended to
be seen — and sometimes to be specifically re-
ferred to — as an Asian Abraham Lincoln, who
stood for freedom against the slave-system re-
presented by Hanoi. And a broadly similar pro-
cess can be seen at work during MacArthur’s
‘reign’ in Japan as Supreme Allied Commander,
following that country’s defeat. For example,
when George Kennan arrived in Tokyo to make
contact with the great man on behalf of the State
Department (‘like nothing more’, Kennan recalls,
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‘than an emissary charged with opening up Com
munications with a hostile and suspicious foreign
government’) MacArthur, as part of the mono-
logue which he delivered for his visitor’s benefit,
informed him that ‘the Japanese were thirsty for
guidance and inspiration, and it was his aim to
bring them both democracy and Christianity’.
What is more, in his own eyes, MacArthur suc-
ceeded in his mission with remarkable speed. For
he tells us in his memoirs how he had had thou-
sands of Bibles distributed among the population,
and how this brought about ‘a spiritual revolu-
tion* which ‘almost overnight tore asunder a
theory and practice of life built upon 2,000 years
of history and tradition and legend . ..’ Happy in
deed, the commander who can win not only his
battles but the hearts and minds of his defeatcd
foes.

And yet, if American war-time attitudes towards
parts of Asia included aspirations that were almost
wholly absent on the British side, at the same time
in the United States as in Britain there was a great
deal of ignorance about Asia, so that four months
after Pearl Harbour, when Chinese and Indian af-
fairs were commanding headlines in the American
press, 60 per cent of a national sample failed to
locate either country on an outline map of the
world. More striking still (given the way in which
Pearl Buck and others were emphasizing the natu-
ral harmony that existcd bctween Amcricans and
Asians) is the evidence which suggests that on the
contrary many of the former retained a sense of
superiority, and in some cases still held Asians in
contempt. And fear was sometimes present, as
when two senior Senators warned a State Depart
ment advisory committee that a racial war be-
tween the white and the yellow man might be at
hand and we may be liquidated’, adding for good
measure that, just as ‘Genghis Khan had got into
Europe’, so America could now be helping ‘to
unleash in Asia forces so great that the world will
be deluged’.
In accounts of their experiences, later published
by American joumalists who were serving in
India, Southeast Asia and China during the war, it
is often mentioned that Gis usually referred to the
natives of India as ‘wogs’ and to the Chinese as
‘slopeys’.

(It is interesting, incidentally, to find one American 

journalist-come-officcr writing later that ‘British color
prejudice seemed much less than our own’.)

Cases also occurred of American troops taking
pot-shots at Indians in the fields as they passed by
in their lorries, which would seem to anticipate an
attitude that was to become more apparent in
Vietnam. What is more, I believe that a foresha-
dowing of later American attitudes towards Viet
namese ‘ghooks’, and the treatment of those
people accordingly, can be found in United States’
wartime attitudes towards ‘the Japs’, not so much
human beings as ‘rats’ or ‘barbarians’, as Admi-
ral Halsey for one publicly termed them. There
may be good reasons, especially because of how
they had acted, and episodes like the Bataan
death-march make this phenomenon understand-
able enough. But it gives one pause to find, for
example, that when, at the end of 1944, a Gallup
Poll asked a sample of the American public what
should be done with the Japanese at the end of the
war, 13 per cent of those responding suggested
that the entire nation should be exterminated; and
that when, in September 1945, another poll asked
whether the United States had been right to drop
atomic bombs on Japan, not only did 54 per cent
approve of what had been done, but an additional
23 per cent argued that ‘we should have quickly
used many more of such bombs before Japan had
a chance to surrender’. Or to take what was, ap-
parently, a different sentiment: that of war-time
American admiration for the Chinese.
Well, on the question I have already referred to, of
whether or not to admit Chinese immigrants into
the States, one of the main pressure-groups set up
to bring this about, put it this way in a pamphlet
issued in 1943: ‘Without China’s goodwill, we
shall incur the risk of another war in which white
supremacy may be openly challenged by- the
Oriental races’.. . the implication being, in other
words, that ‘white supremacy’ would, and should
continue.
It might be expected, in view of his public image
as Champion of the colonial peoples of the world,
that Roosevelt himself stood far above Western-
centred racial assumptions of the kind I have de-
picted. And yet he, too, could, talk and write in
private in a remarkably condescending fashion —
even an ugly one — in this context. For example,
he wrote to Churchill of how he would ‘never like
the Burmese’, while he came to believe that it was 
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probable that the Japanese for their part were in-
herently aggressive because their skulls were far
less developed than those of Caucasians. As for
the future, one of the possibilities he had in mind
was a programme of racial inter-breeding (its basis
to be a Euro-indo-asian one) that would help
creatc ‘order’ in the Far East, with the delinquent
Japanese being left to ‘languish in Coventry’ in
their home islands.
(I have nol time, alas, to raise the question of attitudes
among Dutch politicians and officials concerning the
question of relations between Asia and the West after the
war, and more especially those between the Netherlands
and the Indies. But from talking to senior administrators
of the Indies such as Dr. Van Hoogstraten, who were
waiting in Australia to return there, and from reading the
letters of Dr. Van Mook and others, it is clear that there
was linie or no idea of the extern of the nationalist
resistance to the reinstatement of Dutch rule that was
going to be encountered in September 1945.)

And yet, however much notions of inherent West
ern superiority might persist in various forms, it
was clear, even before the end of the war in 1945,
that there could be no question of a return to the
Western dominated pre-war situation in the Far
East. In Southeast Asia, for example, nationalist
movements were beginning to assert themselves to
an extern that was soon to create an entirely new
pattern of politics. ‘So much so’, wrote the British
colonial administrator and Cambridge scholar
Victor Purcell, ‘that the observer who had been
fairly closely in touch with the situation in
1940 ... would find himself unable to recognize
what he saw (if he returned in 1948)’.
What is more, post-war changes have involved
something that has been as significant as the dras
tic reshaping of the structure of international re
lations and a redistribution of power: that is, a
remarkable upsurge of confidence among Asians,
vis-a-vis the West, and a corresponding emphasis
upon their Asian identity. Thus Richard Harris,
writing in the Times in 1974, observed that ‘inde-
pendence to the East Asian mind means first the
removal from the totality of East Asian civilisation
of all Western intrusions and the complete fulfil-
ment of an acquired nationalism’. Or to take a
specific case, that of the Philippines; a territory
for so long designed and assumed by Washington
to be a bastion of the American way of life; a sur-
vey of that Republic in 1976 emphasized that
above all she was ‘attempting to cast off the alien 
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influences of (her) long association with the West
and to reassert (her) essential character as an
Asian nation’.
Conversely, in the West there have been many, es
pecially among the young, to whom the notion, as
expressed by Eden in 1938, of ‘reasserting white-
race authority in the East’ seems utterly alien and
for some of whom, moreover, the ‘wave of the fu
ture’ has appeared to lie not in their own Western
part of the world, but there in the East or perhaps
in other ‘non-Western’ movements and figures
nearer home, such as Che Guevara.
The West had indeed travelled a long way since
Tennyson confidently proclaimed that ‘50 years
of Europe’ were infinitely preferable to ‘a cycle of
Cathay’. For some young men and women, rather,
it was now Jean-Paul Sartre who came nearer the
mark (however much the historian might deern
him to be exaggerating) when he wrote, in his
Preface to Franz Fanon’s book, The wretched of
the earth:

What then, has happened? It is sunply that in the past
we made history. Andnow it is being made of us.

That ideas of this kind were being put forward in
the 1960s owed not a little to the war that had
been fought between the West and Japan between
1941 and 1945. Indeed, when we come to study
that conflict today, with Hiroshima over 30 years
in the past and Japan in some senses, at least, a
major power once more (by the end of the century
not only it per capita income but also its Gross
National Product is likely to exceed that of the
USA, if present trends continue, while its econom
ie power is great over a region not so very differ
ent from what was to have been its Great East
Asia Coprosperity Sphere); today, when the
Europeans are virtually without Asian territories,
and the dream of a Henry Stimson or a Pearl
Buck, of spreading the American way of life
throughout East Asia, seems as derelict as the
war-iime road which General Stilwell built
through the North Burma jungle to China and
which thal jungle reclaimed long ago; from today’s
vantage point the question of who were the victors
in 1945 surely permits-of no simple answer.

Detailed sources of material contained in this lecturc
can bc found in the author’s new book: Allies of a kind:
the United States, Britain and the war against Japan,
1941-1945 (Hamish Hamilton, London, 1978.)



Discussie

De heer Jaquet. It is rather difficult
lo ask questions of a speaker who
treated in one and a half hours time
a subject which might as well take
one and a half year to go into. Some
of his remarks were to my mind
rather absolute and generalized, so
they should not go by undisputed.
Without completely disagreeing I
have to make at least a few critica!
remarks because I want to put some
question-marks here and there.
I agree with the main thesis, that the
West lost the war in a political sense,
but 1 doubt whether it is really true
that Japan won the war; that, it seems
to me, reveals too much of a sub-
conscious feeling that nationalism in
Asia is just an object of Big Power
games. To judge on the question of
who did win the war we could as well
look at the reception the Japanese
Prime Minister got in the Asiatic
countrics a few years ago and then I
am not too sure that it was Japan
that won.
That brings me to my second point,
about the racialism. Now I lived and
worked in Asia for a number of years
before, during and after the war and
dealt with Asiatic affairs for another
five years’ post-war period in our
Foreign Office. Therefore I speak
from practice in judging that the
speaker did make the racial thing too
absolute. I do not deny the Western
arrogance, nor do I deny from per-
sonal experience that quite a lot of
the political overtones in the positions
of Asiatic leaders can be explained
from some racial insults they suf-
fered during their youth, of whom
Mr. Sukarno was one of the exam-
ples.
Now your thesis, that everything we
saw in South East Asia during and
after the war was not so much in the 

first place a revolt against Western
dominance but a revolt against Wes
tern concepts, strikes me once more
as being too absolute. I think it was
more the concepts of the 16th and
17th centuries that made Asiatic na
tionalism revolt: trying to get rid of
everything that penetrated into their
culture. Again I have to refer to Su
karno, in particular to the speech he
delivered in the United States where
he spoke about zealots and Hero-
dians and in which he argued that
for completely pragmatic reasons he
did not intend to oppose the West
trying to kick the Westerners out
and maintain the Indonesian culture
for one hundred percent, ‘no, we
should learn their tricks, as the Ja
panese did a century ago. to be able
to defeat them with their weapons’.
That seems to me to be more an
opposition against dominance than
against concepts. although there are
racial undertones against dominance
present as well. but they are not the
only thing.
Moreover, speaking from practice
once more, before the ware the Indo-
nesians were most certainly not pro-
Japanese. Sukarno argued rationally
and scientifically that he had to be
anti-Japanese, because those from
their point of view would have to
do the same things the Dutch did a
couple of centuries earlier: exploit
Indonesia for its raw materials; then,
after a few more centuries, the In
donesian people could possibly be
nefit from Japanese rule but certain
ly not sooner. I was not at all sur-
prized that afterwards he did collabo-
rate with the Japanese, and I think
Sukarno — who was intelligent and
charming but politically an oppor
tunist — was mainly honest in the
story he told to Cynthia Adams in 

which he explained: ‘Why did I col-
laborate with the Japanese? Well,
that was my chance to get indepen-
dence for Indonesia’. So once again I
think this indicates opposition against
dominance, not against racial over
tones.
As far as racialism is concerned —
I am not defending the Dutch, I
could cite a few French examples as
well — the speaker’s quotations, very
embarrassing though they were. were
all American and English. But from
that, I hope, you cannot generalize
on the Anglo-Saxon approach towards
nationalism. I do know that there
were Dutchmen and French who
might have argued in the same sense,
but there were also others. You may
be familiar with a few names of the
famous professors of the Leiden
school like Van Vollenhove, Snouck
Hurgronje and others whose ideas
penetrated the whole spirit of the
Dutch civil service. To make my
point on our underestimating the
force of Japan because they were
‘just Asiatic’, I can refer to the fa
mous note of the Dutch Governor-
General's principal advisor, dr. Iden-
burg, who strongly emphasized ‘do
not be deceived: Japan is a very
strong power!’, adding that he doubt-
ed whether we would have many, if
any chances.
Whether Pearl Harbor had anything
to do with racial proudness I do not
know. It was undoubtedly a matter
of perception: ‘things like that simlpy
cannot happen here!’. That had prac-
tically nothing to do with racial su-
periority; Roosevelt’s policy can be
wholly explained by adding to his
fear of Congress the fact that he
simply refused to believe that such
a thing could ever happen to the
USA. So once more I think there 
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was a misperception more of politic-
al than of racial origin.

Professor Thorne. Well, I am not
quite sure what I can do except try
to stress again what I did stress be-
fore, becausc I do not take excep-
tion to anything you have said. I
can only recall that at the outset of
the talk I did try to emphasize that
I was going to piek out the racial
theme, but that there were many
others. And I emphasized that I was
not trying to say that it was abso
lute; that there were many other
themes that I have explored, but that
for the saké of one lecture I was
going to concentrate on that. So I
am afraid I must disclaim any thought
that I tried to make it absolute: at
the risk of seemingly being very tedi-
ous, I tried to say very hard that it
was not. So I do not think there is
a single point you said that T would
dispute. But I do not think that your
remarks do in any way contradict
what I tried to emphasize in my talk.
For if I did convey something of
that, then I failed absolutely: I just
tried to say it was only one of several
themes, and I was going to qualify
it.
Now to take for example what you
said was embarrassing: the business
about racial arrogance. I did try to
;ay that there were very, very many
fariations. And that even in India,
or even among Americans or what
have you, you could find examples
of pcople who did not have this arro
gant point of view towards Asiatics.
And I did specifically say that I was
well aware that you could find many
such people in the Dutch Indies. Nor
did I say — because frankly I just
do not know and therefore would
not be in a position to say it or not
— that Sukamo and others were pro-
Japanese before Pearl Harbor. The
point I tried to make was. that when
the Japanese did attack and did
achieve successes against the white
man, there is evidence to show that
a good many people were pleased
by what was happening. Of course
what I was talking about was a very
great range, and I tried again to start
by saying that there was a huge dif-
ference between the behaviors of dif
ferent peoples in South East Asia:
there were those who either collab- 

orated or were pleased by what the
Japanese were doing. I based that
on what you referred to as ‘books’,
in inverted commas, as if that were
some kind of purely secondary ma-
terial. Of course 1 was not there.
But I based that on primary reports
— letters from people who were
present, the Governor of Birma, the
Governor of Malaya, and people less
than governors — when I said that
some Dutch officials appeared to be
contemptuous of the Japanese. And
I very clearly stated that indeed that
was a secondary piece of evidence
in that it was in Sir Fredric Eggle-
stons’ diary, and I did add that it was
something he observed in passing
through and wrote down in his diary
in Batavia on the spot at the time.
Now he may be right, he may be
wrong, but even if he was right it
does not mean that there were not,
as you mentioned, Dutch officials
who were not contemptuous. There
were also such officials in Malaya.
For example, there was the Civil
Defence advisor to the Governor of
Malaya, a man named Vlieland, of
Dutch ancestry I believe, who clearly
warned time and again about the
Japanese capabilities as he saw them.
When I made the point about the
British defence preparations in Mala
ya, I was generalizing — I quoted the
official historian who, he himself a
major-general, examined the records
in detail, as well as my own view —
and I found that the contemptuous
attitude was the one that got the
upper hand. But again, if I may say
so with all repect, you are putting
into my mouth things I tried — ob-
viously without success — not to
say, not to generalize. I did not try
to say that the war was solely racial
in origin. In fact I tried to emphasize
that, if you look at the immediate
causes of the war, you will find the
racial factor to be not so very big.
I would put the racial factor as be-
coming bigger, though by no means
sole, and very often not dominant,
which was what I was trying to say
at the beginning in two ways: first,
if you stand back and look at the
longer period before the war to things
like the Russo-Japanese war, etcetera,
and sccondly, if you look at the
period following Pearl Harbor. I
think in the months preceding and 

in the year or two preceding there
are many other factors which were
probably much stronger for the Ja
panese: oil, the threat of economie
strangulation, and so on. And I hap
pen to believe that the Americans
treated the Japanese in 1942 with
great clumsiness. That does not mean
that they were responsible for the
war, that would be absurd; but I
think that they did not always nego-
tiate very cleverly. As for Roosevelt
being confident about it: he actually
in the last weeks was sure that war
was coming, and he did privately
say so.
Now just if I may finally take your
first point, about whether Japan won
the war or not, again I tried very
hard to say that I was being very,
very qualified, and I was saying
‘merely in that one respect’. By that
I did not mean that Japan won the
admiration of all fellow-Asians, and
of course — very striking as you
said — the visit of the Prime Minister
recently showed that they had not
done so. What I did try to say was,
that if you go back to the twenties
and thirties one of the themes of
the Japanese ultranationalists (the
‘doublé patriots’ as Dick Story calls
them in his book) who were becom-
ing more influential in the thirties,
was the necd to in the end resist not
just the white presence but white
domination in East Asia in particular.
This, as far as I understand it, in-
volved an ambiguous position vis-a-
vis the Chinese for example: that is
that at one and the same time you
had to resist Chinese nationalism
which had been infuriating in stop
ping our goods, which might well
mean that you would have to bang
the Chinese very hard indeed on the
head, and yet there was a sense in
which you recognized the Chinese as
being fellow-Asians you might have
to lead by the hand against the white
man some day.
AÏ1 I meant by Japan winning the
war, in that one limited sense, was
that if you look into the twenties and
thirties, there is among the nationa-
lists in Japan the aim of bringing to
an end white dominance, as they see
it, in East Asia. In that sense only
I mean they achieved, or helped to
hasten, that particular aim which
they had. I meant that, and no more.
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If I applied more, thcn I must still
qualify to it again. I am sorry I have
to be so competitive but I realiy have
to plead not guilty.

Dr. Snapper. I would Jike to raise
one point, not so much as a criticism
but as a possible addition After the
severe beating we look from the Ja-
panese we — meaning the peoples
of Western Europe and North Ame
rica — did feel no urge to make the
oncoming military victory a total
one. Moreover, whereas in the last
part of the 19th century there were
10,000 Dutch troops fighting in Atjeh,
all of which were volunteers, equal-
ling about one quarter percent of our
countries population, I like to com-
pare these figures with the maximum
of American troops in Vietnam
around 1968: they numbered about
500,000 which constituted also one
quarter percent of the American po
pulation- But these were mostly not
volunteers but conscripts. The changes
in our society prevented us from get-
ting enough volunteers, so conscripts
had to be sent overseas, even though
that was adverse to the peoples' will.
So I do think in a way leven the
changes in our society may have con-
tributed to the impossibility of our
restoring the old prestige in Asia.

Professor Thonie. Perhaps one might
make certain distinction; that is, that
I think that there were certain parts
among the Allied ranks where a de-
termination for total victory was
markcd. I think you found this to-
wards the end of the war in the
United States, and I am judging by
opinion-polls an the press, elcetcra.
I think you found this in Australia
on the whole, which wanted a hard
er peace. I do not think you found
it so much in Britain, nor elsewhere
in Europe. There is a clcar distinction
here among officials: there were those
officials in both London and Wasn-
ington, and I am sure among Dutch
officials too, who said we must not
have such a total, crushing victory
that Japan will be down forever;
because not only will this be bad for
Japan and for Asia, but if we are
not careful — as Mountbatten’s ad-
visor stressed very strongly — we
will create more sympathy for Japan
among the other Asians. Similarly

Sansom, distinguished British diplo-
mat and historian of Japanese cul
ture, was convinced, like Joseph Grew
— the former American ambas-
sador in Tokio — that ‘the throne
must be restored in Japan and must
be kept as a pillar’. Not the existing
emperor necessarily, but the throne
as a pillar of a rcbuilt Japanese so
ciety. But wheareas in London San-
som’s idea was treated as being inter-
esting and from a very detached point
of view — and generally was ac-
cepted in the Foreign Office — in
Washington Grew was for a long
time in the minority: when he refer-
red to this fact in a speech in Chi-
cago in 1943, just alluding to the
idea of keeping the emperor, he was
made ‘public enemy number one’ for
a while ... because you must not be
soft on Japanese. So I take your
point, but one must not perhaps
generalize too much. because there
were those who did want total vic
tory, for a time.

LtZ 1 Van Waning. I have listened
with admiration to the speaker’s in-
teresting quotations, which proved to
be very enlightening on the attitudes
of some wartime leaders. It may be
wrong to generalize, yet I think it is
disturbing to have to realize the short-
sightedness of such highly regarded
men. But it does seem to me —
although you repeatedly mentioned
that this was only one theme out of
a great many other factors — that
you emphasized the racist thing far too
much. You, as a historian, are now
being wise after the event. But could
you try to be forward-wise as well
and venture to look into the future
also? Did we realiy lose the war
there? Maybe in, say, about fifteen
years from now we could be glad
that the West — having entered in
Asia centuries ago because of its
superior economie systems. adminis-
tration, technology, and so on — has
been kicked out of that continent in
a much quicker way, referring to
Vietnam for example, than it would
have been anyhow. I think it was
us who after all did win the war,
though we lost the East, our colo-
nies: so much the better.

Professor Thorne. I agree, because 

that was the point I tried to make.
I obviously expressed myself very
badly; I said that I thought that you
could see this as being a mercy, be
cause it allowed the West to concen-
trate on domestic reform and to es
cape long, bloody conflicts. It was
my fault that I obviously was not
clear enough.
Just to take briefly your opening
remark. You did say again the racial
theme was too much in the talk. I
did try and said at the start that I
was going to make the whole talk
upon that theme, and therefore it
went through the whole presentation.
But you did say ‘racist’, and there
is a difference, I think. I did not
want you to feel that Western racisni
figured too much; that would be a
criticism I could not accept, because
in the other way I did define my
terms and simply stick to them. What
I tried to emphasize was, that if you
look at Britain — simply because
there is a lot of evidence there, much
more than I have naturally on the
Dutch side — you will find that the
racism (and the racial angle is not
the same as the racist angle!) of a
man like Churchill, or Linlithgow,
had become the exception rather than
the rule. And if the quotations from
Churchill are vivid and startling, they
are not because he just is Churchill,
but because he was in a very power-
ful position — if only a negative one
— to block. To me that was most
striking. When I embarked upon
this, I did not know what to expect
indecd. When I begin a work of
research I try to think ‘what are the
preconceptions that I have?’, and then
to put them down so that I will be
aware of them, and guards, because
it is so easy to have preconceptions
— we all have them — and then
very conventiently find exactly what
will back them up. Now what I wrote
down as my preconception on Chur
chill was. that the picture of him as
being reactionary in imperial matters
(which is nothing new about him,
because in the 30s he had fought the
whole India Bill on this basis) would
turn out to be exaggerated or over-
simplified. But what I did find was
the reverse: that it was understated!
So in fact I did not go expecting to
produce Churchill the racist, I ex-
pccted in fact that where he was con- 
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cerned I would find him increasingly
isolated and probably misunderstood;
but then I found things like the note
to the Cabinet about the Hindus and
the Moslems.
To emphasize once more that I cer-
tainly did not want the racist aspect
to be the dominant one in my talk,
just another example of what I found.
I am not merely talking about the
men at the top, the Foreign Office,
the Govemor of Birma, who argued
against Churchill; I am talking about
the public where the opinion-polls
testify to a totally different attitude.
When the black American Gis came
to Britain, the British people did not
have the race problem. So white Brit
ish crowds often intervened against
American Military Police on behalf
of black Gis. There are many in-
stances of black Gis drinking in a
British pub. and white Southern Gis
come in and teil them to get out.
and are themselves thrown out by a
British crowd; that even became a
matter of Cabinet importance, up to
top level’
I am sure the same is true of the
Dutch public. The whole hislory of
relations in the Indies, I am well
aware, is such that there has hardly
jver been an emphasis on racial in-
feriority. certainly not as an official
policy. And I think, what is ironie
— that is what I tried to convey —
is that it is often among the Ame-
ricans, who are the first to condemn
the Europeans for being arrogant im-
perialists, that you actually find the
most profound feelings of white su-
periority. I could illustrate that by
talking about people from the Dutch
East or West Indies, or maybe from
British India, who would be refused
admission to hotels in Washington,
whereas the same people were being
told that they were arrogant imperial-
ists.
The same is true in France: if you
look at the meetings of the Institute
of Pacific Relations, the Americans
time and again go for the three of
us, British, French and Dutch; we
are in the doek together. And time
and again it is the French who say
‘wait a minute, we do not regard
these people as being inferior, we
intermarry, etcetera, same as in the
Indies; and what about the Negroes, 

what about the people from Porto-
rico?’.
If you would find racism on the
white side, leaving aside exceptions
like Churchill, you would find it more
in America. That was Edmund Tay-
lor's remark in SE AC from his per-
sonal observation on the spot: racism
was more pronounced among his fel-
low-American Gis than among Brit
ish troops — he did not say ‘other
European troops’, but I am sure it
would be so — because they had
lived with these people, they had had
the problem of living and working
with them over the years, which was
very different from the Philippines,
where racism was very pronounced
indeed. It is very ironie that after the
war in the treaty which the Ameri
cans drew up with the Philippines
before they gave her independence,
one of the things that they were
most concerned about was to insist
upon exterritorial legal rights — so
that, if an American serviceman was
accused of a misdemeanour, he would
be tried not by a Phillippino but by
his own compatriots — thus sticking
to the old legal system which they
had condemned.
To take one final example: every Ame
rican book that you read on World
War II — take Barbara Tuchman,
who is a good historian, on Stilwell
— gives the clear impression that,
when Britain joined America in giving
up exterritorial rights in China in
January 1943, it was because they
were forced to do so by an enlight-
ened America, and reluctant to do
so. The idea was enthusiastically ac-
cepted in the Foreign Office, long
before; the Americans said ‘well, we
think it’s a bit early yet’, then they
tumed suddenly round and said ‘let’s
do it!’, the British said ‘all right’ but
of course they had, like the Dutch no
doubt, much more complicated things
to negotiate: they had more property,
more rights. The Americans, having
less at stake, did cut through, and the
world was presented with the notion
that the Americans had forced the
reluctant Europeans to surrender ex
territorial rights in China!

Dr. Van Eekelen. Chairman, since
the time of Oxenstierna and the King
of Sweden we know that the af- 

fairs of the world are indeed often
governed with little wisdom, and of
that fact today we have heard some
interesting examples. I indeed do re
gard Churchill primarily as a great
war leader, and I wonder to what
extent his opinions about the situa-
tion in the Far East are really all
that relevant especially in combina-
nation with the situation in the United
States where, as we all know, the
Americans have a tendency to have
on the one hand moral overtones in
the explanation of their policy, and on
the other hand a tremendous public
relations apparatus which then tries
to sell that policy to everybody who
does — or even does not — want
to hear about. But my main problem
with some of the quotations given
by the distinguished speaker is: if you
fight a war, you paint your enemy
as an enemy indeed, and a very bad
one for that. Take the First World
War, what was said about the Kaiser;
take the Second one, what was said
about the Germans, the Huns, the
beasts, and so on. I think it is quite
normal to regard them as something
terrible. Perhaps even as something
inferior, just to make your own side
believe he can be beaten; that element
should be there as well: on the one
hand you want to speak slightingly of
your opponent because otherwise you
will never have the necessary sclf-
confidence, on the other hand with
regard to your people’s public opinion
you have to depict him as really
awful. That then, in the process, the
racial element creeps in, seems to
me to be very understandable.
But I do not really know whether
it matters all that much, particularly
— and that is my second point —
since after the war, as soon as inde
pendence was granted for instance to
India, the relationship belween the
Asians and the Europeans was better
than ever before. In Indonesia it
took us a bit longer, but at present
I think our relations with the Indo-
nesians are quite free from racial
aspects. And that makes me wonder
whether in the war that racial char-
acteristic was — although I accept
that you qualified it — so pro
nounced as you made it secm.

Professor Thorne. On the last point
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I agree with you, that after the war
relations often were much better, for
example between yourself and the
Indies once thcy had gone, and be
tween ourselves and India, but that
has nothing to do with whether it
was important in the war or not.
You are talking about whether on
being important after the war. Now
on the instance that you mentioned,
I absolutely agree. But again in the
American case, as I tried to indicate,
there was in American attitudes to-
wards for example the Vietnamese
an element which did involve a sense
of racial arrogance and racial super-
iority: the very notion of referring
to Vietnamese as ‘Ghooks’ and so on.
I do not know if you have read the
remarks of General Westmoreland
and others, that these are people who
do not value life very highly and
therefore they are happy to die, and
don’t mind taking lives, etcetera, I
think that is a racial element. And
although for Europeans I agree the
racial tension began to go very
strongly the moment independence
had been granted, I have been trying
to show that it did come to the fore
in the war.
Of course I agree with you that one
very strong reason why it came to
the fore was, that you painted your
enemy black. We have been talking
about the West, but of course the
Japanese tended to paint the West
as absolute monsters; early on rather
perhaps they were different, early
on they were al most clever-contemp-
tuous, then, when the Americans
particularly began to hit back they
became ‘barbaric people, who had
bombed Tokio with firebombs', and
so on. On both sides of course you
get this, but I do not think it matters.
There are many reasons for it. I was
concerned to say that the phenome-
non did come increasingly prominent.
I accept your point that for Euro
peans. after independence had been
granted to overseas territories, it be
came much less prominent. But I am
saying that it went on in the Ame
rican instance as a sort of coda. And
one hopes that post-Vietnam that ele
ment in relations between Asia and
the West can gat a great deal better.
I do not say that it will go on for
ever and ever, I just said it was im

portant in the war, came to the fore.
and lasted through independence and
afterwards.

Finally, to take your first question,
I do not understand why Churchill’s
opinions about Asia and the Asiatics
are ‘not relevant’, as you said. To
me they are relevant, because I have
been conducting a study of British
and American and other Western
policies in Asia in the war. And
Churchill’s attitudes were relevant.
They in many respects were not re-
presentative of his time but because
of his posilion, because of the way
in which he was seen, like them or
not, they were relevant to my studies
because he could greatly influence
British policy, even in a negative
way, over the British Empire. If you
had had someone like Altlee, who
would have been nothing like the
war leader, then I am sure that maybe
the final evolution of the British
Empire would have been a very dif
ferent process.
It was very important in another way:
you cannot divorce. in my opinion,
Anglo-American relations over the
Far East from Anglo-American re
lations as a whole. Whereas on the
whole relations between the Ameri
cans and the British were. with ups
and downs, good and in some ways
often very remarkable — one has
to admit that what was achieved
between the Allies was the most
astonishing wartime achievement and
harmony and working together ever,
quite extraordinary! — yet on the
American side the strong feeling was
that they had nothing in common in
Asia. Henry Luce, the publisher of
Time-Life. came over to London and
to a group of British joumalists and
officials he said ‘what a pity that the
common ideals which unite us in the
West are totally absent in the East,
where you are totally repressive, you
and the Dutch and the French’, and
so on. In private, Adolph Burley, as
senior official of the State Depart
ment wrote to Roosevelt ‘we are
miles apart in Asia’. (Therefore this
notion: one reason why my new book
is called Allies of a kind, is meant
to be a terribly clever play on both
words in that they were Allies ‘of
a kind’ in a sense that in Asian eyes
they were often seen as fellow white 

status-quo powers, and in another
sense they were ‘of a kind' because
their relationship in the Far East was
very bad.) That went to the top:
Roosevelt assured a few officials pri-
vately at the end of 1944 that the
British and the Dutch and the Frcnch
were secretly working together against
American interests in South East Asia.
Not true! He privately assured his
staff that Britain was trying to totally
destroy everything America wanted
to see in China, whereas at that very
time the Foreign Office papers, brie
fing for Yalta afterwards, were say
ing ‘we must have a strong united
China after the war. Amongst other
things it makes common sense for
trade, it is a very pragmatic thing,
and also a weak China would be an
absolute grant for clashes between
other powers, not least the United
States and the Soviet Union, and we
shall then be embroiled, it will be
another Poland, only much worse'.
So all the British papers said ‘wc
must have a strong China', but the
difficulty was that the American im
ages of European impcrialists in gen-
eral and British imperialists in par-
ticular, for alle these reasons going
back to the 18th century — which
every American had. as it were, im-
bibed with his mother’s milk — were
so strong that the evidence really was
neither here nor there: is was a
feeling. Stanley Hornbeck came to
London in 1943, and a week of dis-
cussions were conducted in great de
tail with the Foreign Office on all
aspects of Far Eastern policy; there
was no fundamental disagreement!
It was drawn up and Ashley Clarke.
to whom I have talked about this,
wrote at the end: ‘There can be no
difficulty for us in following Ame
rica in these lines of policy’. Horn
beck himself wrote to Ashley Clarke:
‘I am so glad we are one in these
matters’. Then he went home; and
there in his papers is the private
report which he then drew up for
Cordell Huil, in which he said: ‘Noth
ing. I am afraid, was clearer than
that we are miles apart and the Brit
ish do not understand the marvellous
Chinese people’.
Finally, you may remember General
Hurley, ambassador to China at the
end of the war — to whom your 
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ambassador to China, Dr. Lovink,
referred in a letter I found in the
Dutch archives, saying: ‘I realize
that I am an oldfashioned diplomat,
and then times change; but is it
really done to utter piercing Sioux
warcries in my dining-room?’ — who
was privately assuring Roosevelt that
the British, Dutch and French were
working closely together in thwarting
the American aims and interests in
South East Asia and China. Roosevelt
accepted that as a facl. Then Hurley
came to London in the spring of
1945. and enormousefforts were made
because the British realised they must
convince this man. They showed him
everything and asked him to address
the Chief of Staff to begin with, Alan
Brooke and his colleagues. He began
by saying: ‘I am glad to say there 

is no difference betwcen us in China’.
He then went on to Churchill who
had been briefed very thoroughiy
and at enormous length by the For-
eign Office. Waste of time: Chur-
chill’s own record, which I think is
absolutely to be relied upon, said:
The general-ambassador seemed dis-
posed to talk only in polite and
banale generalities. I made it clear
to him that we could on no account
give up Hongkong. (Something which
the Foreign Office was ready to do,
even the Colonial Office at one time
in 1942.) He did not demur.’ Hurley
went back, and wrote a letter to Tru-
man (which is in theTruman papers):
‘I stood up to Mr. Churchill and I
told him that he only possessed the
British Isles .. .*
I am very much afraid we could go 

on like this for a considerable length
of time, but I think I finally made
my point, so thank you very much
for listening.

☆
Ambassador Boon dankt ten slotte de
spreker voor diens boeiende uiteen
zetting, daaraan toevoegende dat het
hem heeft verbaasd iemand van de
Britse eilanden zo snel, en toch zo
duidelijk te hebben horen spreken.
Hij brengt tevens dank aan degenen
die aan de discussie hebben deelge
nomen en stelt vast dat daardoor de
bedoeling van de inleider merkbaar
in een duidelijker licht werd gesteld.
Hij wenst alle aanwezigen een goede
thuisreis en een geslaagde viering van
de komende jaarwisseling toe, en sluit
de bijeenkomst.

M
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Signaal’s scheepsverkeersleiding
’doet’een hele haven.

En hoe: onbemande radarstations
registreren voortdurend positie en

bewegingen van de schepen. En geven
die door aan de centrale controlekamer.

Draadloos of via kabels. Daar ver
zamelt en verwerkt een volledig geauto
matiseerd systeem alle gegevens.
Om vervolgens dat wat belangrijk is te
distribueren over de verkeersleiders.
Op een zodanige manier, dat die er snel
en foutloos mee kunnen werken.

Eventueel kan aan zo’n netwerk een
opvolgend systeem worden gekoppeld,
terwijl ook havenautoriteiten en scheeps
agenten er nuttige informatie uit kunnen
putten. Helemaal Signaal, zo’n systeem! S SIGNAAL

Hollandse Signaalapparaten B.V. Hengelo



RENTELOOS LENEN
kunnen wij niet, wel met het goedkope wettelijk tarief met een eigen termijn-
keuze. In en tijdens looptijd aflossing mogelijk, maar ook opname. Dus altijd
geld achter de hand. Inlossing elders lopende lening mogelijk. Vergelijk de

kosten van uw oude auto met de rentekosten voor een nieuwe auto.
Natuurlijk kunt u deze Privé-lening ook voor andere doeleinden besteden.

Voorbeeld: PRIVÉ-LENING
(alle bedragen mogelijk)

3.500,—
8.500,—

12.000,—
18.000 —
30.000,—

36 maanden 123,—
48 maanden 230,—
60 maanden 271,—
60 maanden 401,—
96 maanden 481,—

enz. enz.

2e HYPOTHEEK,
BOOT, CARAVAN, etc.

15.000,— 96 maanden 235,—
30.000,— 120 maanden 405,—
60.000,— 180 maanden 668,—

100.000,— 180 maanden 1114,—

Geen behandelingskosten.

Wist u al dat een BETERE RIJDERS-VERZEKERING er ook is voor u.

Auto niet ouder dan 3 jaar, bestuurder min. 24 jaar met nog betere polis
incl. gr. kaart. Met no-claim:

CATALOGUSPRIJS AUTO :
8.000,- W.A. 166,- All-risk 379,- 12.000,- W.A. 197,- All-risk 478,-

10.000,- W.A. 182,- All-risk 420,- 17.000,- W.A. 238,- All-risk 621,-

Wees de prijsverhogingen voor en informeer als vele honderden voor u,
vertrouwd en discreet.

BEL NU :

JAtlSEIIS KREDIETKANTOOR
VAN GOORSWEGJE 3, HIERDEN, TEL. 03410 - 14423 - 16710

ERMELO, TEL. 03417-6150


